




Mission Statement
CFFS promotes successful local activism by showing its 
members how to effectively communicate and exercise 
their First Amendment rights in every public or private 

situation. We mobilize our members to achieve success in 
their local communities by giving them tools, strategies, 

training and encouragement to restore civility in the civic 
arena and to teach others to do the same. 
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TEAM BUILDING



EVERY PUBLIC MOVEMENT NEEDS A 

TEAM



TEAM ELEMENTS
RESEARCHERS/RECONNISANCE - Find the documents, the 
grant programs, and the forces behind them. Very 
important in the beginning stage of your research and 
early organizing Do this quietly. Don’t issue press releases 
about what you are doing. You may have to ask questions 
that raise eyebrows, but don’t make a target of yourself



TEAM ELEMENTS
WATCHERS - This is a team of three or four who will 
volunteer to attend every public meeting. If possible, they 
will record or video those meetings. They will take notes 
of what is said and who said it. Who are the main movers 
and shakers of the policy? 



TEAM ELEMENTS
STRATEGIST- The leader, perhaps two or three people, 
who take the information from the researchers and 
watchers and decide how best to use it. The Strategist 
needs to do research too, know the policies, history, and 
why it is so dangerous. Plan the mission for the group. 



TEAM ELEMENTS
AGITATORS- These are the people who will be the 
spokespersons to address the public meetings and 
perhaps meet regularly with the elected officials. Keep in 
their face, be friendly if possible, but let those opposing 
officials know they will not go away.



TEAM ELEMENTS
VICTIMS – People who are hurt by the policies you are 
opposing. This is the emotional appeal that real people
are being hurt. If they cannot be part of the team, get 
their specific story in detail and show harm.



TEAM ELEMENTS
MEDIA SPECIALIST – A team of two or three who will stay 
in constant touch with the media, through personal 
contact, news releases, and letters to the editor. In fact, 
the more letters you can generate, perhaps from a wide 
variety of people, the better.



TEAM ELEMENTS
SOCIAL MEDIA SPECIALIST– If you’ve got some young 
people who want to get involved, this is right up their 
alley. Start social media pages and groups and  
communicate with members and other citizens who join.



TEAM ELEMENTS
WALKERS – These are the ones that get to do the grunt 
work. They can deliver materials like the newsletter door 
to door. They can organize demonstrations at city hall, or 
at least pack the council chamber to send the message 
that there is strong opposition. 













Summary
Successful activism isn’t so 
hard, but it takes time, people 
and opportunity. There are no 
shortcuts or magic bullets.




